Mesenteric fibromatosis misdiagnosed with lymph node metastasis after successful laparoscopic right hemicolecctiony: a report of two cases with review of literature
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Abstract: Fibromatosis is a rare type of tumor derived from the mesenchymal tissue. This is a benign tumor with infiltrating growth but may invade locally and recur following excision. As one type of fibromatosis, mesenteric fibromatosis (MF) accounts for a mere 8% of cases. Although studies have revealed that the etiology of MF is related to trauma, surgery, hormones, and heredity, the specific etiology of fibromatosis remains unclear. With such low incidence, MF has been rarely reported and tends to be misdiagnosed due to insufficient recognition. In this paper, we describe the cases of two patients with MF who were misdiagnosed with lymph node metastasis and who had previously undergone successful laparoscopic right hemicolecctiony. We provide this information in order to broaden the clinical understanding of MF.
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Introduction

Fibromatosis, also referred to as desmoid fibromatosis, was first described by Muller in 1838.1 This is a rare type of tumor derived from mesenchymal tissue with an annual incidence of only two to four cases per million, and accounts for 3% of all soft tissue tumors.2 Mesenteric fibromatosis (MF), a type of intra-abdominal fibromatosis, has a low morbidity rate.3 While previous studies have revealed that the etiology of MF is related to trauma, surgery, hormones, and heredity,1,3-5 the specific etiology of fibromatosis remains unclear.

Following radical surgery of malignant tumors, a growing abdominal mass is generally considered as evidence of recurrence and metastasis, while other diseases are rarely considered. The diagnosis of these diseases is very difficult, and error therapy caused by error diagnosis could have a significant impact upon patients. Herein, we report the cases of two patients with MF who were misdiagnosed with lymph node metastasis in early-stage colon cancer. These patients had previously undergone successful laparoscopic right hemicolecctiony. Based on the rarity and the difficulties in diagnosing this condition, our intention here is to help provide clinicians with a deeper understanding of MF.
Case reports

Case 1

A 54-year-old man was admitted to National Cancer Center/Cancer Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College in August 2011 with a two-month history of positive fecal occult blood test. Pathology results confirmed adenocarcinoma of the ascending colon by endoscopic biopsy. There were no polyps on histology, and there was no family history of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP)/colorectal cancer; in addition, there was a rise in carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). Abdomino-pelvic computed tomography (CT) did not show any metastasis to the lymph nodes or distant organs. Other preoperative auxiliary examinations, including chest radiography, electrocardiogram, and blood tests, did not show any obvious contraindications for surgery. Thus, the patient underwent successful laparoscopic right hemicolectomy and postoperative recovery was uneventful. Postoperative pathology showed that a moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma had invaded the superficial muscularis. No lymph node metastasis was found (0/22), so the pathological staging was pT2N0M0. After hospital discharge, the patient was asked to visit the doctors every three months for follow-up.

At 12-month follow-up, a CT scan revealed new multiple masses in abdominal cavity: the largest was 1.5 cm in short diameter (Figure 1A). Two months later, another CT scan showed that the masses had grown after two months and that the largest one was 2.3 cm in short diameter. (B) Positron emission tomography-CT showed that multiple nodules were located in the mesentery, and that the largest one was 2.6 cm in short diameter ($SUV_{max}=1.9$). (D) The surgical specimen consisted of an angulated segment of the small intestine, which measured ~25 cm in length, and exhibited, in the mesentery, several masses of varying sizes, the largest of which measured $3.5 \times 3 \times 3$ cm. (E) Microscopic examination ($\times 100$) revealed that the masses consisted of well-differentiated fibroblasts and that the ileum muscularis had been invaded by the homogeneous proliferation of mesenchymal cells. (F–I) Immunohistochemistry results revealed $\beta$-catenin(1+), WT-1(+), CD34(−), and AE1/AE3(−), respectively.

Figure 1 (A) Computed tomography (CT) scan taken in August 2012, a year after surgery, showed the newly detected multiple masses in the mesentery. (B) CT scan showed that the masses had grown after two months and that the largest one was 2.3 cm in short diameter. (C) Positron emission tomography-CT showed that multiple nodules were located in the mesentery, and that the largest one was 2.6 cm in short diameter ($SUV_{max}=1.9$). (D) The surgical specimen consisted of an angulated segment of the small intestine, which measured ~25 cm in length, and exhibited, in the mesentery, several masses of varying sizes, the largest of which measured $3.5 \times 3 \times 3$ cm. (E) Microscopic examination ($\times 100$) revealed that the masses consisted of well-differentiated fibroblasts and that the ileum muscularis had been invaded by the homogeneous proliferation of mesenchymal cells. (F–I) Immunohistochemistry results revealed $\beta$-catenin(1+), WT-1(+), CD34(−), and AE1/AE3(−), respectively.
showed that the masses had grown and that the largest one was 2.3 cm in short diameter (Figure 1B). Ultrasonography (USG) of the whole abdomen showed that the largest mass was ~3 cm and located on the left side of umbilicus. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) showed multiple nodules located in abdominal cavity, and that the largest one was 2.6 cm in short diameter ($SUV_{max}$=1.9) (Figure 1C). Following a multidisciplinary team (MDT) discussion, we considered that excisional biopsy surgery was the best treatment option. The patient was thus readmitted to our institution in October 2012 with a two-month history of newly detected abdominal masses.

Exploratory laparotomy was performed with resection of the middle ileum segment, and end-to-end anastomosis between the proximal ileum segment and the distal ileum was performed. The surgical specimen consisted of an angulated segment of the small intestine, which measured ~25 cm in length, and in the mesentery, showed several masses of varying sizes, the largest of which measured 3.5×3×3 cm (Figure 1D). Microscopic examination revealed that these masses consisted of well-differentiated fibroblasts and that the ileum muscularis had been invaded by the homogeneous proliferation of mesenchymal cells (Figure 1E). The mitotic activity of these cells was <5/50 high power field. No lymph node metastasis was found. The immunohistochemistry results revealed that the tumor was positive for α-SMA, β-catenin (Figure 1F), and WT-1 (Figure 1G) and negative for CD117, CD34 (Figure 1H), S-100, desmin, DOG1, AE1/AE3 (Figure 1I), CK5/6, MC, and EMA. No recurrence was noted within a period of more than five years of follow-up.

Case 2

In September 2013, a 52-year-old man was admitted to our institution with a one-month history of right lower quadrant discomfort. Colonoscopy revealed a mass of 4×3×3 cm at the ileocecal junction, and pathology led to a diagnosis of adenocarcinoma. There were no polyps on histology, and there was no family history of FAP/colorectal cancer; in addition, CEA was normal. As with case 1, we performed successful laparoscopic right hemicolecction. Postoperative recovery was uneventful. Postoperative pathology showed that a moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma had invaded the deep muscularis. Lymphovascular tumor embolus and nerve invasion were not observed. There was no evidence of lymph node metastasis (0/38); consequently, the pathological staging was pT2N0M0. After hospital discharge, the patient was asked to visit the doctors every three months for follow-up.

At 12-month follow-up, a CT scan showed that a mass of 1.1 cm in short diameter located in the mesentery, indicating that lymph node metastasis should be considered (Figure 2A). Five more CT scans, taken between January 2015 and December 2016, revealed that the mass was growing larger and larger. In December 2016, a CT scan revealed that the mass with a short diameter of 1.8 cm was closely associated with the left ureter and the left hydronephrosis. In February 2017, PET-CT showed that the left ureter was compressed by a mass which was ~2.8×1.8 cm in size with increased metabolism ($SUV_{max}$=4.1), located beside the left common iliac vessel (Figure 2B). Above the mass, left ureterectasia and hydronephrosis were evident (Figure 2C). In February 2017, and following MDT discussion, the patient was readmitted to our institution with more than a two-year history of a newly formed retroperitoneal mass.

Exploratory laparotomy was performed with resection of the mass only. During surgery, we found that the mass was located at the mesocolon of the sigmoid colon and was adhered to the adjacent mesenterioleum and left ureter. Macrography showed that the shaggy mass was 4.5×2.5×3.5 cm in size (Figure 2D) with a cyst-solid cross section. The colors of the cross section were brown red and grayish white, and the boundary was unclear. Microscopic examination revealed that the mass consisted of spindle cells; cells were relatively sparse and clearly normal, and mitotic activity was rare (Figure 2E). The immunohistochemistry results revealed that the tumor was positive for β-catenin, S-100 (Figure 2F), and desmin (Figure 2G), and negative for α-SMA, CD117 (Figure 2H), CD34, DOG1 (Figure 2I), and AE1/AE3. Despite essential close follow-up, the patient remains in good condition at present.

Consent

Written informed consent was provided by the patients to have the case details and any accompanying images published.

Discussion

While fibromatosis is histologically benign, tumors with infiltrating growth may invade locally and recur following excision, although these seldom metastasize.\textsuperscript{5,6} MF is a rare type of fibromatosis, which accounts for ~8% of fibromatosis.\textsuperscript{2,3} Most cases of MF are sporadic, and may be connected with trauma, surgery, and endocrine factors.\textsuperscript{1,3–5} MF secondary to the urological operation and resection of a gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) has also been reported.\textsuperscript{7,8} Several papers have also reported that MF could occur in association with FAP and as a component of Gardner’s syndrome.\textsuperscript{9–11}
the proportions of which have been reported as 10%–15% and 4%–29%, respectively; thus, heredity may represent a significant causative factor.

Clinical symptoms, based upon the mass size, number, and location, vary from vague abdominal discomfort, abdominal distension, and pain, although the most common symptom is an asymptomatic abdominal mass. Physical examination is unlikely to detect such abnormalities, unless they are of a sufficient size. Bowel obstruction, bowel perforation, ureterectasia, ischemia, and hydronephrosis have all been reported as complications of MF. Furthermore, Kim et al reported a rare complication in a young woman who developed secondary hypertension as a result of MF.

CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and USG can all be used to diagnose and follow up cases of MF. The extent of the masses, and the relationship between the mass and nearby organs, can be clearly shown by CT scans and MRI, along with an assessment of resection. USG is particularly sensitive to the location, number, size, and bloodstream of mass. The only preoperative qualitative method is needle aspiration cytology, guided by either CT or USG. However, this is a difficult and dangerous invasive manipulation for MF. Bleeding, perforation, and spreading may occur as serious complications. Differential diagnoses include GIST, lymphoma, inflammatory fibroid polyp, fibrosarcoma, and carcinoid tumor. Immunohistochemistry is an effective

---

**Figure 2** (A) Computed tomography scan taken in October 2014 showed a mass of 1.1 cm in short diameter located at the retroperitoneum, 13 months after surgery. (B and C) Positron emission tomography-computed tomography showed that the left ureter was compressed by a mass ~2.8×1.8 cm in size located beside the left common iliac vessel, and that above the mass, there was evidence of the left ureterectasia and hydronephrosis. (D) Macrography showed that the shaggy mass was 4.5×2.5×3.5 cm in size with a cyst-solid cross section, colored brown red and grayish white with an unclear boundary. (E) Microscopic examination (×100) revealed that the mass consisted of relatively sparse spindle cells, which were clearly abnormal and in which mitotic activity was rare. (F–I) Immunohistochemistry results revealed S-100(1+), desmin(1+), CD117(−), and DOG1(−), respectively.
method to help confirm the diagnosis. In these cases, distinction between GIST and MF should be done based on the results of CD34, β-catenin, DOG1, and KIT.16

Surgery is the most effective method for resectable masses. Studies have shown that the local recurrence rate is 25%–50% at five years after complete resection.19,20 For cases with incomplete resection and recurrent cases, radiotherapy may be effective, although this is rarely used for MF because of the severe adverse events. Khorsand and Karakousis31 reported that radiotherapy reduced the recurrence of MF to 20%–40% compared to 40%–70% reduction achieved with surgery only. Santti et al22 also concluded that radiotherapy was a valuable option for the treatment of desmoid tumors. In addition, chemotherapy (vincristine, cyclophosphamide, and dactinomycin – either alone or in combination), non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, hormonal manipulation (tamoxifen, aromatase inhibitors, and gonadotropin), and molecular target therapy (imatinib, sorafenib, and sunitinib) may be alternative choices.5,17,19,23,24

In this paper, we reported the cases of two patients with MF who were misdiagnosed with lymph node metastasis and who had previously undergone successful laparoscopic right hemicolectomy. The two middle-aged patients, both with a pathological staging of pT2N0M0, showed a newly detected mesenteric mass one year or so after successful right hemicolectomy. Furthermore, both patients were misdiagnosed with lymph node metastasis at the outset. It is reported that more than 90% of ascending colon cancer cases with stage pT2N0M0 can survive up to five years after successful right hemicolectomy with no local recurrence or metastasis.25 Thus, the probability of lymph node metastasis in early-stage cases following radical surgery is uncommon. Although only regular follow-up is needed for patients with stage pT2N0N0, they need to accept chemotherapy once postoperative lymph node metastasis has been diagnosed. However, further chemotherapy should not be taken blindly and should be based upon definite pathological results by aspiration biopsy. For cases in which aspiration biopsy is difficult, laparoscopic exploration, or exploratory laparotomy, remains a method with diagnostic and therapeutic value. In addition, MDT discussion plays an important role in avoiding misdiagnoses and provides the best mode of diagnosis and therapy for special cases such as these.

Conclusion
MF has a low morbidity rate and tends to be misdiagnosed due to insufficient recognition. Its clinical symptoms and imaging features are nontypical. A growing mass, which is newly detected during the process of postsurgical follow-up, should raise concern and indicates potential recurrence and metastasis. However, differential diagnosis, including MF, should also be considered carefully.
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